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Career Services will host its 14 th
Annual Career Exploration and Job
Fair on Tuesday, April 2.
Manager of Career Services Matt
Massie said the title of the fair is
very broad; therefore, the career
fields of the businesses attending
are broad.
“[The] last one was the Life and
Health Sciences Career Fair and
it was specifically targeted at that
industry, but even those industries
need people from all academic
programs. This one is more broadly
focused,” Massie said. “So we’ll still
see some life and health sciences
employers there, but we’ll see a
lot more engineering, we’ll see
manufacturing, we’ll see business
services, we’ll see law enforcement
for Criminal Justice — we’ll see a
lot of different groupings, which is
why this one [has] more of a broad
title.”
He said in addition to the businesses attending, there will be other
universities attending as well.
“For students who are starting at
Sinclair… It’s a great way for them
to come in and meet with employers
in the area and learn about different
careers that they may be interested in
or what types of careers are within our
region… For those people who are just
beginning their time here at Sinclair,
it’s a great way to find part-time work
while you’re going to school,” he said.
“Now for those who are in their second
year or are nearing graduation, this is a
great opportunity to talk to employers
about finding career opportunities for
what you went to school for, to actually start to apply that degree in your
chosen field. That’s what the employers here are looking for, those who are
near graduation wanting to get out and
begin their career.”
Although businesses are looking
for people nearing graduation, it’s an
opportunity to find part-time work and
internships as well.
“These employers come here with
the intent of finding those careerminded individuals, but we also have
to keep in mind that those employers
have other needs as well,” he said. “So it
doesn’t hurt students, it can only help a
student to come out and start talking.
If they are in a position where they are
looking for part-time employment, this
is a great way to connect with employers.”
Massie said more than 60 companies are attending with intentions of
finding people to hire, so it’s important
to come prepared by planning ahead,
researching some of the companies
you’d be interesting in talking to, updating or preparing a resume, practicing an elevator speech, talking to all
businesses in the room and dressing
professionally.
“Employers make assessments about
a student based on that first perception,
which is what they’re wearing,” he said.
“So they may be a wonderful candidate,
but if they’re not dressed appropriately,
that employer automatically starts to
make judgments about them.”
He said in addition to dressing
appropriately, it’s important to have a
good attitude.
“I always encourage students to not
only dress well, but go in with a good
attitude,” he said.
Career Fair continued on page 3
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The STARS Scholarship system will be open until April 9. More than 240 scholarships are offered through STARS during the academic
school year.

Mike Huson
News Editor

This summer semester, Sinclair
Community College students may be
looking to squeeze in some additional
credit hours, but may also be wondering how they are going to pay for it.
Well, the Scholarship Tracking
and Review System might be of some
assistance.
The STARS scholarship system
allows students to simultaneously apply for hundreds of scholarships and
is accepting applications for the summer semester from now until April
9, with a possibility of re-opening in

late June.
Sharon Smith, annual giving and
scholarships officer, described the
system as an online application tool
that helps match qualifying students
to specific scholarships.
Throughout the year, the scholarship foundation offers more than 240
scholarships through STARS as general scholarships, Business and Public
Services scholarships, Liberal Arts
scholarships, Communication and
Social Sciences scholarships, Life and
Health Sciences scholarships, Science
scholarships, Mathematic scholarships and Engineering scholarships.
According to Smith, approximately

10 percent of scholarships went unawarded last year due to a lack of
applications or a lack of qualified
candidates.
Smith said she would urge students
to make time to fill out a STARS
application.
“Some people just don’t realize that
money is sitting there, available to
them,” Smith said. “I would encourage anybody looking for any type of
financial aid at all to apply in STARS,
regardless of whether they think they
might be eligible or not – nothing to
lose, and it only takes 15 minutes.”
STARS continued on page 3

Summertime for students at Sinclair
Community College may include
sunshine, flip-flops, tan skin and summer
semester classes.
For those wishing to attend during the
summer, Academic Advisor Nina Henderson said it may be beneficial for students
looking to lighten the class load later on.
“If there’s a subject that a student really
struggles in, sometimes I’ll encourage
them to take just that class by itself in the
summer,” she said.
In addition, Henderson said taking
classes during the summer can be beneficial because campus is not as crowded and
parking is not as much of an issue.
Students are able to view what classes
will be offered during the summer by the
last week in March through the schedule
planner.
Payment for summer semester may
include the FACTS payment plan, loans,
scholarships or out-of-pocket.
She said some departments are offering
flex courses, which are six weeks long and
vary on start and end dates from department to department.
Henderson said it’s important to register
early and wants to remind students that
registration for fall semester begins on
April 22.

Dates to Remember
for Summer Registration
On Time Registration

April 1, 2013 — May 10, 2013

Payment Due for
On Time Registration
May 10, 2013 — 5:00 p.m.

Late Registration
May 10, 2013 — May 17, 2013

Payment Due for
Late Registration

May 17, 2013 — 5:00 p.m.

Full-Term Classes Begin
May 20, 2013

Stephanie Thompson

B-Term Classes Begin

Reporter

June 17, 2013

Sinclair Community College’s
Theater Department will be presenting the revival of the play “Godspell,”
directed by Kimberly Borst.
“The play is based on the New
Testament in the Bible, primarily on
the Gospel of Matthew and it’s about
Jesus’ teachings,” she said.
Although the subject matter of
the play is one of seriousness, it is performed in a stylized way.
“[It’s] performed in a very stylistic,
fun, comedic way… so this is not a
realistic performance, you’re not going to see sandals and long robes. It’s
like nothing you would see depicted
in a history book. It’s what would
happen if Jesus were here today,”
Borst said.
She said the play is built around a
serious subject but is performed in a
comedic way.
Borst hopes they have found a
good balance between the plays subject matter and how it is performed.
“We hope we have found that balance between having fun with the
stories, because it is a funny musical.It
is a musical theater…nobody tries to
hide that we absolutely have fun with
it, but then this serious story of the
crucifixion we take very seriously and
we hope that comes across,” she said.
The show is not only aimed at entertaining people of the Christan faith,
because it has something for everyone.
“We can bring in people of the Chris-
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Full-Term & B-Term
Classes End
August 11, 2013
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'Godspell' is set to take the stage on April 5 through April 13. Director Kimberly Burst said
that although the subject of the play is serious, it's performed in a fun way.

tian faith who want to see the story of
Christ told in a lighthearted, unusual
way, [but] also people who aren’t interested in Christianity, or have another
faith, can also appreciate the story of
community [and] the idea that there is a
higher power watching over us. If you’re
a complete atheist and you don’t believe
in that at all, you can simply just sit back
and be entertained by the music and the
comedy in it. There’s a little something
for everybody,” Borst said.
A woman, Natalie Sanders, will play
the role of Jesus.
Sanders said she feels great about a
woman being cast as Jesus.
She said casting the role to a woman
also sends a message of what the play
is about.
“It gets across that the message is
really what Jesus is about, it’s not so
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much the individual person. There
are some personal moments in the
show though, where you see some of
the inner turmoil, but it’s more about
the message and what Jesus wanted to
create with community and love, than
it is about gender,” Sanders said.
Sanders also believes the show will
not alienate people of other faiths.
“I don’t think it’s a show that will
make anyone who’s not religious or
who practices another religion feel
alienated. I think just the message and
the point of the show transcends any
religion. It’s all about people coming
together,” she said.
“Godspell” will open on April 5 and
will play through April 13. For show
times and tickets, visit the Sinclair
theatre page.

SI NC L A I R

Mike Huson
News Editor

Sinclair Community College’s annual
Holocaust Remembrance and Education Series continues its 26 years of
observance this April with the theme
“Spirit of Survival.”
The Holocaust Remembrance Committee, comprised of Sinclair staff and
community members, was formed in
1987 with the purpose of “encouraging
the study of the Holocaust, to foster understanding between different cultures and to
work against racism and ethnic prejudice.”
Sean Frost, Holocaust Remembrance Committee chair and associate
professor at Sinclair, described the ambition of this year’s theme as not only
an effort to emphasize the will to survive in the midst of mass murder, but to
highlight those who survived and help
communicate their experiences.
Holocaust continued on page 3
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March 26

Sinclair Talks:
The Alternative Spring Break
Experience: Service Learning and
Leadership
Library Loggia, 10 to 11 a.m.

Sinclair Talks:
Human Trafficking

Library Loggia, noon to 1 p.m.

March 27

Sinclair Talks:
Exploring Appalachian Culture
Building 7, Room 7L21

March 27

Sinclair Baseball vs.
Ohio University - Newark
Athletes in Action, 4 till 7 p.m.

1 "SNL"-like show filmed in
Canada
5 "Doctor Who" network
8 Rafters shoot them
14 Pre-Euro Italian coin
15 Nest egg letters
16 With 3-Down, way west for
many American pioneers
17 __-Iraq War: '80s conflict
18 Crooner Perry's ad?
20 Self-righteous sort
21 Manicurist's aid
22 Rage inwardly
23 Space pilot Han's shirt?
25 Through
26 Classic racecars
27 Lighthouse light
30 Nouveau __
33 U2 frontman's bit of naughtiness?
36 Back in the day
37 Bedevil
39 PC monitor type
40 Cartoon possum's corporate
symbol?
42 Chilean range
44 Camera stand
45 Roman 1,051
46 Winery container
47 Japanese general Hideki's
talisman?
53 Triumphant cries
55 Disconnect
56 Explosion sound, in comics
57 Movie pooch's picture?
59 Poetry unit
60 Church key, e.g.
61 "__ My Party": Lesley Gore hit
62 Fairly matched
63 Great suffering
64 Easter egg dip
65 "That didn't go well"

April 2

Sinclair Talks:
Tracking Your Success: How to
Calculate GPA

Sinclair Talks:
Toxic Relationships
Building 2, Room 334

Building 7, Room L703, 10 to 11 a.m.

March 28

March 26

Across

March 28

April 3

Sinclair Talks:
Weight of the Nation Series:
Children in Crisis

Sinclair Talks:
Career Planning Series:
Resume Writing

Library Loggia, noon to 1 p.m.

Building 8, Stage Area, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.

April 4

March 29

Sinclair Talks:
Why should you take a
foreign language?

Sinclair Talks:
Godspell

Library Loggia, noon to 1 p.m.

March 29

Sinclair Baseball vs.
Cuyahoga Community College
Athletes in Action, 2 to 4 p.m.

Down

1 Pink ones are unwelcome—except in lingerie
2 Prefix with cumulus
3 See 16-Across
4 Self-portraitist with a bandaged
ear
5 Bodybuilder's "guns"
6 __-Seltzer
7 Desert safari beast
8 Pink-cheeked
9 Dada pioneer Jean
10 __ Gulf: Arabian waterway
11 Reason given for calling in sick
12 Rounded roof
13 Winter whiteness
19 Pizarro's gold
24 Broad-brimmed hat
25 Chaste priestesses of ancient
Rome
27 "__ appétit!"
28 Fairy tale start
29 Dozes
30 Like one who can't put a book
down
31 Composer Stravinsky
32 Ponders
33 Male sib
34 "Egad!" in an IM
35 Opposite of paleo38 Long in the tooth
41 Tommy Dorsey hit tune
43 Less clumsy
45 Sullen
47 Internet slang based on a common typo
48 Egg-shaped
49 Harbor wall
50 Eight-time All-Star Tony of the
'60s-'70s Minnesota Twins
51 Sister of La Toya
52 Warning signs
53 Elemental particle
54 Arizona native
55 Twinkle-toed
58 Rev.'s message

Library Loggia, 10 to 11 a.m.

April 5

39th Annual Writer's Workshop
keynote address: Andrew Krivak
Library Loggia, 11 to 4:30 p.m.

The objective of the game is to fill
all the blank squares in a game with
the correct numbers. There are three
very simple constraints to follow. In a
9 by 9 square Sudoku game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9 in
any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9 in
any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9
by 9 square must include all digits
1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins with
some squares already filled in, and
the difficulty of each game is due to
how many squares are filled in. The
more squares that are known, the
easier it is to figure out which numbers go in the open squares. As you

‘The Clarion’ retains the right to all original artwork, logos and business letter
marks used within this publication, and is protected by the laws governing U.S.A.’s
copyright materials.
‘The Clarion’ does not endorse any advertisement published in our print edition
or website.
‘The Clarion’ is distributed free to the faculty, staff and students of Sinclair
Community College each Tuesday.

Contributing Writer

Steve Brinkerhoff is a part-time
instructor at
Sinclair Community College, who
sees himself as an
“average guy,” but
said he’s had his
fair share of dabbling in various
activities.
“Enjoy people,”
he said. “Learn to
look for the good
in everybody. Everybody has a unique story —
you can learn from anybody.
Swapping stories and telling
stories, I’m sad to say, is a lost
art,” Brinkerhoff said.
He has used this philosophy
in many areas of his life, which
caused a spark of interest in
collecting stamps.
He said every stamp has its
own story and that’s why he
likes them.
Brinkerhoff said he has
thousands of stamps in his
collection.
Along with Brinkerhoff’s
hobby of collecting stamps,
he has been curious about
certain things in life, such as
the concept of humor. He loves
humor and has studied it. He
posed and analyzed the question, “what makes something
funny?”
“Humor is a wonderful way
of reducing some stress and
a good way of helping people
remember things,” Brinkerhoff
said. “So I like to remember
interesting stories that help
drive a point home.”
Brinkerhoff also enjoys
listening to and playing music.
He has been playing the guitar
for the past 50 years. He owns
five guitars, as well as a banjo
and a mandolin.
Throughout Brinkerhoff’s

life, he has been heavily
involved in many different
physical activities and sports
— including wrestling, soccer
and running. He was a heavy
runner, but after receiving a hip
replacement, he is no longer
able to do so. Therefore, instead
of running, he has picked up
swimming long distances.
Brinkerhoff has been teaching psychology for 25 years
and has had many different
experiences in the psychology
field.
Brinkerhoff said he enjoys
the learning environment
within the classroom.
“I enjoy challenging people,
getting to know the students
and seeing progress,” Brinkerhoff said.
Brinkerhoff graduated from
the University of Florida with
a bachelor’s degree in Educational Psychology and worked
post-graduation as a therapist
at the University of North
Carolina. After graduation,
Brinkerhoff worked for two
and a half years at the Florida
Division of Correctional,
where he helped inmates
obtain their GEDs. In addition
he worked as a counselor for
Dayton Christian High School
for 12 years before moving on
to Sinclair.

March 28
A Deeper Shade of Blue

the Spirited Goat Coffee House in

of the film, as well as a video

Yellow Springs at 3 p.m.

premier from Jack McCoy and Paul

Band performance to take place at

March 26
eBooks made easy

Demonstration to take place at
the Centerville Library about
downloading eBooks to eReaders
and other devices. Demonstration

Screening and panel discussion

McCartney to take place at the
Rave Cinemas of Dayton, South 16
at 7:30 p.m.

March 29
Gary Owen

Comedy show to take place at the

does not include information about

Dayton Funnybone at 7:30 p.m.

eAudiobooks. Registration is

Prices vary from $15 — $17.

March 27
Windy Moon Full
Moon Walk

www.sinclairclarion.com

Steve Brinkerhoff | Photo Contributor

March 25
Venice Gas House Trolley

wclibrary.info/events/index.asp.

March 30
10th Annual Easter
Egg Hunt

For children that are 12 and under,
bring your own baskets. Hunt to

Nature walk to take place at the

take place at the Madison Park

Aullwood Audubon Center at 8

Pavilion at 10 a.m.

p.m. No registration is required, free
admission.

www.facebook.com/sinclairclarion

Whitney Vickers

‘The Clarion’ is published as a designated public forum for the students of Sinclair
Community College by a student staff every Tuesday during the regular academic
year, and once in July during the summer.

fill in squares correctly, options for
the remaining squares are narrowed
and it becomes easier to fill them in.
Sudoku Tips: Start by looking for
numbers that occur frequently in the
initial puzzle. For example, say you
have a lot of 5’s in the initial puzzle.
Look for the 3x3 box where there is
no 5. Look for 5’s in other rows and
columns that can help you eliminate
where the 5 might go in that box.
If there is a 5 in column’s 1 and 2,
then there can’t be a 5 anywhere
else in either of those columns. You
know then that whatever leftmost
3x3 box that is missing a 5 must
have it go in column 3. If you can
eliminate all the possibilities in that
box except for 1 square, you’ve got
it down!

Lauren Dickey
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Holocaust continued from Front
STARS continued from Front

Carly Orndorff | Clarion Staff

When applying for STARS scholarships, the student will need the last seven digits of their Tartan ID, Sinclair email
and major.

Smith said some scholarships are program-specific,
while others do not require
the applicant to be enrolled in
a specific academic program.
The applying student only
needs to be concerned with
making sure the biographical and academic information is correct and complete
upon submission. After that,
the STARS system and the
Financial Aid Office will take
it from there.
Smith had several suggestions for students that might
help ensure the successful
submission of an application:
Be in good academic standing
(although a few scholarships
do not have a GPA requirement).
Take time to make sure the application has been completely

filled out.
Complete the two essay
questions, describing your
educational and career goals,
as well as any extracurricular
activities.
“[The essays] personalize the
application and gives the reviewer an opportunity to get to
know you a little bit better and
it gives them a feeling of how
this scholarship is really going
to help [the student],” she said.
Applying students need
to also know their Sinclair
email, student ID and declared
program, degree or certificate.
Smith said that it is suggested
that students use a desktop PC
with Internet Explorer 8, like
the computers available in the
Library. She added that some
scholarships require a letter of
recommendation and attach-

ing it to your submission will
widen an applicant’s opportunity.
During the submission
process, Smith said it’s important that students only enter the
last seven digits of their student
ID, because she has seen many
students in the past sabotage
themselves by entering all nine
digits.
Smith referred to the system
as “last dollars,” meaning students will typically be awarded
federal and state assistance or
grants before being awarded
any scholarships via STARS.
Smith said this tactic allows the
system to help more students,
with more financial assistance.
For more information, visit
www.sinclair.edu/stars. To
apply, visit http://scholarships.
sinclair.edu/stars.

“It’s really important to
share those stories — to let
the younger people hear these
stories of survival and how
that came about,” Frost said.
“We know that all too soon
the opportunity to hear firsthand accounts is going to be
lost. Survivors are aging.”
This year, Holocaust
survivor Sam Heider will
deliver the “Spirit of Survival”
keynote address on Thursday,
April 4 at 12:30 p.m. in Building 14, Room 130.
Heider was relocated
from Biejkow, Poland to the
Bialobrzegi ghetto in 1941. He
survived Nazi-occupation and
the labor camp at Radom, but
his parents died in the Treblinka extermination camp.
“Yom HaShoah: Remembering the Holocaust” commemoration will be held, with
the help of Sinclair’s Campus
Ministry, on Tuesday, April
9 at 12:30 p.m. in the Library
Loggia. The student-led
reading and ref lection will be
held in remembrance of those
killed during the Holocaust.
A workshop for teachers and
education majors will be held
on Thursday, April 11 at 4
p.m. in Building 7, Room 006.
The series of three workshops
will focus on teaching about

the Holocaust.
Sinclair Talks will present “Renate Frydman, A
Survivor’s Story” on Monday, April 15 at 2 p.m. in the
Library Loggia. Frydman is a
Holocaust survivor with the
Dayton Holocaust Resource
center and a Holocaust Committee member.
Frost said the Holocaust
Committee will also help promote the Dayton Holocaust
Resource Center’s Max May
Memorial Art Contest, which
encourages Dayton-region
students to create Holocaustthemed art projects and
written pieces. Selected pieces
from the contest will be displayed in the Sinclair Library
in April.
Frost said he grew up with
an awareness of the Holocaust, but the experience of
hearing a Holocaust survivor
speak while he was in college
widened his perception of the
event from being a tragic period in history, to something
much more.
He described the chance of
hearing a survivor’s first-hand
account as a “visceral, gutchurning experience.”
“I think for students, anytime you get an opportunity
to interact with history, it

Holocaust Remembrance
Committee Events
Spirit of Survival

Building 14, Room 130, April 4, 12:30 p.m.

Yom HaShoah:
Remembering the Holocaust

Library Loggia, April 9, 12:30 p.m.

A Workshop aimed toward
educators based on how to
teach the Holocaust
Building 7, Room 006, April 11, 4 p.m.

Renate Frydman:
A Survivor's Story

Library Loggia, April 15, 2 p.m

makes it more tangible and
it makes it something that is
living,” Frost said. “I think it
can have an emotional impact,
but it can also have a cognitive impact, so that students
are encouraged to do more
research and learn about the
Holocaust.”
The Sam Heider keynote
event, “Yom HaShoah” and
Sinclair Talks events are free
and open to Sinclair students
and the community.
For additional information or questions regarding
Holocaust Remembrance and
Education, contact Frost at
sean.frost@sinclair.edu.

Career Fair continued from Front
Each month, we will feature a student’s story on how they came to be at Sinclair, their
goals and how they handle their workload in our new feature called “Tartan Diaries.”
We are currently looking for students to write for this feature. Please send your name
and a brief summary about yourself to clarion@sinclair.edu. Our editor will contact you
further.
Submission does not grant publication and we reserve the right to edit submissions.

“No matter what’s happened in the day up to that
point, put a smile on your
face, walk in, greet these
employers in a professional,
upbeat manner and it’ll get
you a lot further than going
in with a ticked-off look on
your face and acting like
somebody owes you something.”
The fair will be held in the
Great Hall in Building 12
from noon to 3 p.m.
“Career fairs benefit
students across the entire
spectrum,” he said.

How to successfully
attend a Career Fair:
Dress professionally;
Work the entire room;
Prepare or update a resume and
bring about 15 copies;
Practice an elevator speech;
Have a good attitude;
Attend — even if you’re not near
graduation, it’s an opportunity
to practice talking to and connecting with employers.
Clarion Archive Photos

Matt Massie, Manager of Career Services
provided these suggestions.
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The Student art sale will take place on April 2 and 3 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and April 4 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the second floor of Building 13 in the
entrance hallway

Daniel Deaton
Reporter

Sinclair Community College’s Art Department looks to
bring in the spring season with
an art sale this month.
Associate Professor and
Sales Coordinator Robert
Coates is excited for this year’s
art sale. Coates believes it
promotes an understanding of
one’s creation and the appreciation of accompanying work
created by students.
“It’s a great way to advertise
the rest of the college,” Coates
said.
The art sale encourages all
participants to think outside of
the box when it comes to what

art should be sold. Sculptures
and drawings, along with
paintings and digital media,
are only some of what being is
offered at the event.
When it comes to ceramics
that are finished or unfinished,
nothing is left behind. Coates
not only appreciates this fact,
but also understand that this
provides the Art Department
with a percent of money to go
toward scholarships for Art
majors.
Coates' determination to create the event came about when
he spoke with a fellow colleague
during his first year at Sinclair.
“Why don’t we have an art
sale at this school?” he said.
With preparation and the help

of others, Coates was able to not
only create a sale that brings a
highlight of art work and students together, but a fundraiser
toward student scholarships and
the Art Department itself.
Coates believes putting a
price on your work and learning
how to sell and talk at this event
is a practice that you will add to
your skill set for the future as an
artist.
“Putting a price on your art
is something I think everybody
has a difficult time with,” he
said.
Coates not only believes in
this event’s foundation and
representation, but agrees that
it will sharpen your skill set as
an artist.

Students are not required to
attend, so Coates encourages
all to take advantage whether
participating or spectating.
Coates said that you can’t really go wrong by attending.
“It’s the best place to get a
mother’s day gift,” he said.
The event will be held Tuesday, April 2 and Wednesday,
April 3 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
and on Thursday, April 4 from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Building
13, on the second floor in the
entrance hall.
For more information on
Sinclair’s art sale, email Coates
at robert.coates@sinclair.edu
or check your daily newsletter on the school’s website at
sinclair.edu.

Reporter

My name is Daniel Deaton.
I’m 24 years old and in my short
time on this planet, I’ve realized
that you’re going to make mistakes. There are people you will
upset by the choices you make
and unfortunately, you’ll dabble
in ignorance from time to time.
I think what’s most important
is that you find the ability to
learn from your mistakes and
carry on with your life properly.
I’ve discovered my love for
writing as a student at Sinclair
Community College these
past couple of months and have
incorporated it into a daily
practice. I did this by taking a
leap of faith and applying at the
Clarion, the student newspaper
at Sinclair.
I’ve always had an interest in
becoming a journalist. I can remember my aspiration coming
from my history book in high
school — learning about the
famous Watergate scandal in
the early 1970s. The two investigative journalists responsible
for breaking the biggest story
in American politics were Bob

Woodard and Carl Bernstein.
The magnitude of what they
were able to do with their skill
set of writing and journalism
still gives me the chills.
After applying to the Clarion
with only one Journalism class
under my belt, I thought for
sure I wouldn’t be considered.
I guess you could say I’ve been
accustomed to selling myself
short. I had put this newspaper
and my aspirations of being a
journalist on such a high standard that I let myself fall deep in
a dark place where only I could
pull myself out.
I couldn’t help relating to the
movie “Batman Begins” when a
young Bruce Wayne falls into a
cave and becomes surrounded
in darkness. He can’t escape until his father pulls him out and
conveys something defining
and something that connects
with me on an emotional level.
He said, “And why do we fall
Bruce? So we can learn to pick
ourselves up.”
That bit of wisdom is my
starting point. This is my
beginning that I’ve adopted
recently into my life. It’s true
because no matter how hard
you fall, no matter how many
mistakes you make, you can
rise above it and pick yourself
up, again and again.
I’m a reporter now for the
Clarion as of March and I’ve
already made mistakes in my
articles. I’ve incorrectly spelled
someone’s last name and the
name of a country.
Except this time when I
began to fall, I recall a quote
that I will always admire: “Every
expert was once a beginner.”
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What do you do to prepare
for a job interview?
Photos & Reporting by Stephanie Thompson

Kelsey Brooks

Administrative Assistant

“Research the company, review possible
questions that the employers might ask,
go through the questions and say them
out loud. I’ve been to mock interviews and
those were helpful.”

Garrett Watson
Psychology

“Make sure I think I’m dressing nice, have
good hygiene, nails clipped and teeth
brushed. Make sure I have everything I
need to take and act liked I know what I’m
doing.”

Jacob Hillen

Emergency Medical Technician

“Best way to prepare is to stay positive,
it’s really about being confident, having
answers for questions and having
questions shows your interested.”

Samantha Gilliam

Mental Health Technology

“First thing I do is research the company
and research the job position I’m applying
for, then make sure I get the correct
address and Map Quest it.”
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Overusing the bully label
Susan Eva Porter
Los Angeles Times
(MCT)

A Florida mother was arrested
this month for allegedly stabbing
her two sons' bullies in the back
with box cutters. News reports
stated that after calming down
an altercation between her sons
and a group of boys, the mother
reignited the situation and attacked the boys, sending two to
the hospital.
Last year, a teenage boy posted
something nasty and hurtful
in response to a teenage girl's
Facebook posting. The girl was
distraught, contemplated hurting
herself and complained to her
mother that she had been bullied. This caused the mother to
become distraught. A short time
later, police say, the mother saw
the boy in a mall and took matters into her own hands, literally.
She allegedly choked him.
But the reaction among many
to the news reports was that the
story was about a heroic mother
seeking vengeance against a
terrible bully on behalf of her
victimized daughter, not an adult
choking a child.
Although these two examples
are extreme reactions to alleged
bullying, many of us are overreacting to childhood aggression in
less-extreme, everyday circumstances. It is not uncommon
for adults to define even minor
difficulties between children,
such as being left out of social
situations, as bullying. This is

fundamentally changing the way
we understand childhood.
We hear a lot about bullying — on the playgrounds,
in schools, in the media. As a
culture, we are infuriated with
the bullies and terrified for the
victims, and rightly so when it
is appropriate. But the idea that
childhood today is full of bullies
is misleading. We do have a problem, but it's not with our children.
It's with us, the adults.
Today we see children as being
either dangerous villains or helpless victims, but the truth is kids
haven't changed that much in the
past generation. I have worked
as an educator and a clinician in
schools for 25 years, and I can attest that children are not meaner,
nastier or more aggressive than
they used to be. Nor are they
more fragile.
Admittedly, digital media
amplifies some of their mistakes
and pours salt into wounds, but
the behavior and reactions aren't
new. What's new is our reaction
to childhood aggression — and
our increasing impatience with
children and readiness to label
them when they make certain
mistakes or experience pain.
What caused this shift? In a
word, Columbine, but not for the
reasons many believe.
Dave Cullen, in his book
"Columbine," wrote that after the
1999 Colorado school massacre,
the media crafted the explanation that shooters Eric Harris
and Dylan Klebold had been

bullied. They apparently hadn't
been, but the nation — fearing a
repeat of the tragedy — adopted
a zero-tolerance attitude toward
many normal, albeit painful, aspects of childhood behavior and
development and defined them
as bullying.
As a result, behaviors such
as social exclusion, persistent
unfriendliness and a nasty remark on Facebook have become
intolerable acts that cause grave
victimization. We now react to
the children who commit these
acts with a degree of intolerance
that we wouldn't consider in
other areas of their lives, and we
assume that when children feel
pain as a result of such mistakes,
they will be scarred for life.
Can you imagine if we called
children stupid when they made
mistakes in math? Or if we assumed they'd never recover when
they fell off their bikes? This is
how we're essentially reacting
every time we label children bullies or victims for making typical
childhood mistakes or when they
feel any hurt in a relationship.
And we're doing this with an unprecedented degree of abandon.
Stanford professor and author
Carol Dweck explains that
labels create something called
a "fixed mind-set," which limits
how children learn and perceive
themselves and how we perceive
them.
Think about it: The mother
in the box-cutter case allegedly
initiated her assault after the situ-

ation had cooled off — fueled,
no doubt, by the thought that the
boys deserved it because they
were bullies. And chances are the
mother in the choking incident
would have had a hard time justifying her behavior if the boy was
someone who had simply made a
mistake. But once he was labeled
a bully, all bets were off. She and
her daughter became victims
and were therefore absolved of
all responsibility for examining
their own behavior.
This is not just a question of
semantics. Our penchant for
labeling children in situations
such as these, and our increasingly fixed mind-set about their
behavior, is a real threat to their
welfare. As soon as children are
labeled bullies, this seems to
give us permission to unleash on
them a degree of anger and scorn
that is frightening. As for the ones
we label victims, we keep them
identified with their pain and
deny them the opportunity to
develop true resilience.
We must admit that our
approach to childhood aggression is flawed. Our children are
not worse than they used to be,
nor are they less resilient. But
we adults seem to be. Instead
of being so quick to label them,
we must teach them how to deal
with their aggression and pain
appropriately and to develop
compassion, impulse control and
resilience in their relationships.
And we must learn to do the
same.
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